
 

 

Framework for Learning:         Multiplying Fractions – 
                  Word Problems -3                                                      
Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………..                                                  Instructor’s Initials: ……… 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started: 

 
In                                  from within the Content Menu follow the path: 
 

Fractions > Multiplying Fractions > Developing the Rule > Example 4 
 

Complete the notes below as you work through the lesson. 
 
First work through the lesson above and then record the Below, please use blue icing on part of the  
graphics using 2 different colored pencils.     cake below.  Please mark fifths along 
         one dimension and thirds along the other. 
 
 
               
 
 
 
The above question is:  ____ × ____ = ____ .     The cake top is cut into 15  equal parts. 
                  
In the rectangle above, the part colored…   Dimensions of blue rectangle are __by__  
      
______________represents the answer.           Area of the blue rectangle is __ out of __ 

                                                                                                                                                                  
Now do the question to the right.     Area of the blue rectangle is __ × __= __ 

 
 Explain your method and your answers to the 2 questions above to your teacher. 
  

Working In It: 
 
In          from within the Content Menu follow the path: 
Fractions > Multiplying Fractions > Real World Problems with Pictures > Boris’ Money 

 
Complete the notes below as you work through the lesson. 
 
     As you work through “Boris’ Money”, complete this diagram. 
  
     First shade in the right half of the diagram. 
     Then use another color to shade three quarters of the right half... 
 
     We wish to find three quarters of   _____ OR ____ x ____  
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The answer: from the diagram is ______ 
      
We can also determine the answer by multiplying the two fractions ____  X  ____ 
 
To do that, we simply multiply the two ______________ and then the two _____________. 
 

 
In          from within the Content Menu follow the path: 
 
Fractions > Multiplying Fractions > Real World Problems with Pictures > Maria’s Trip  

As you work through Maria’s Trip, complete this diagram and record the steps in the process below. 
 
 
        Heresville        Theresville 
 
First Maria wishes to travel _____ of the way on the first day. 
 
She stops one third of half of the way, ie … ____ of ____ … OR … ____ x ____  
 
By the diagram the product is ____   
 
We can also determine the product by multiplying ________ and multiplying ________. 
      
 

Reflect And Connect: 
The entire rectangle below represents a cake.   
3/4 of Mandy’s birthday cake is left after her party. Use the vertical lines and shade ¾ of the entire cake. 
Mandy eats 2/5 of the leftover cake the next day. Use horizontal lines to shade 2/5 of the entire cake.  
 
How much cake did Mandy eat the next day? 
 
     
    On the diagram, the answer is represented by the area shaded ______  
 
`````````   The answer as a fraction  (from the diagram) is ______ 
 
    The answer is ____  X  ____  =  _____  (by multiplying fractions) 
 
 
 
First Discuss with your teacher about how to multiply proper fractions. 
 
Then Write about how to multiply proper fractions below. 
 
 

 


